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Sunlight provides a vast resource that has spurred the development of various methods to convert photons into work: photovoltaics for conversion to electricity, solar thermal for water heating,
fast growing plants to produce biofuels, and solar water splitting
to produce hydrogen and oxygen.1 Though useful, these disparate
methods are often based on complicated, capital intensive, multistage processes:2 light is collected and converted to a high energy
intermediate (e.g., electrical potential, thermal loading, or chemical
fuel), which is then used to run a process, such as an engine, that
performs work. This multistage approach is ubiquitous and allows
for a myriad of applications but requires production, transportation,
and possible storage of intermediates. Considerable effort has been
devoted to improving energy collection, storage, and utilization;2,3
however, strategic simplification through the removal of the
intermediates remains underinvestigated and could provide reductions in capital costs. Here we report that a simple and robust solid/
liquid interfacial system can convert light directly into useful work
through thermal surface tension effects. This is demonstrated by
the propulsion of objects on the surface of water. The simplicity
of the system allows for controlled linear motion and rotational
motion.
Few strategies exist for the direct conversion of light into work.
Concepts such as the solar sail4 for interstellar travel and optical
trapping of small particles5 rely on weak momentum transfer from
photons. Harnessing the energy of photons is a far more powerful
process. A few optothermal methods have been developed;6 for
example, the Crookes Radiometer produces rotational motion in
part via light-based heating of gases but requires stringent conditions
(i.e., low pressure) to function. When applied to liquids, local
heating can produce thermally induced surface tension gradients.
Such gradients have been shown to induce thermocapillary convective flows in oils7 and, as first realized by Brochard-Wyart et al.,8
can move silicone oil droplets on hydrophobic surfaces under
precisely defined conditions or water droplets in oil filled channels.9
Nature has shown that surface tension gradients, created from
chemical gradients, can move insects on the surface of water.10
Similarly, camphor chips,11 soap boats,12 and decomposing hydrogen peroxide13 have been used to produce surface tension
gradients and motion in the laboratory, but all inherently rely on
the supply of exhaustible chemical intermediates to function. Our
goal is to couple optical heating with the capability of surface
tension gradients to move objects on the surface of liquids. With
this approach, a direct means of converting light into useful work
is realized, and a simple strategy for remotely powering and
controlling small objects is demonstrated.
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Figure 1. Light-based control of VANT-PDMS objects on water. When
illuminated, as in (a), the retarding surface tension force diminishes and
the object is pulled forward. Alternatively, when the back-left side is heated
(b), an asymmetry of forces is created, resulting in forward and right turning
propulsion. Such selective irradiation can be used to produce and remotely
control motion. Optical images (c-d) of a VANT-PDMS composite in a
water filled trough show the linear propulsion described in (a). The VANTPDMS object is briefly irradiated at time zero with focused near-IR light
(450 mW) just right of center on the back, absorbing face of the object.
The laser source is roughly 13 cm away, with the beam nearly grazing the
surface of the water and the focus set to coincide with the absorbing face
of the object.

We show that, with a highly absorptive material capable of
locally converting light energy into heat, concentrated light can be
used to selectively generate thermal surface tension gradients and
move objects on the surface of a liquid, such as water (Figure 1a-b
and in greater detail in Supporting Information (SI) Figure S1).
This approach combines energy collection and utilization into one
material. Furthermore, the interfacial system allows control to be
readily enacted in two ways: (i) selectively focusing light on
different regions of the absorber to affect the direction of the exerted
forces (Figure 1a-b) and (ii) through device design providing
specific orientations of the light absorbing material within the
device. This versatility gives access to work in the form of
controlled linear motion and rotational motion.
Carbon black and multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNT), and
vertically aligned carbon nanotube forests (VANTs) as shown in
Figure 3 can be used to produce responses.14 We focused on
VANTs as a highly absorptive surface material to maximize heating
close to the interface with the liquid. Low density VANTs, with
very high surface roughness, have recently been reported to be the
blackest known material, absorbing greater than 99.9% of incident
visible light.15 Thermal relaxation of excited electrons converts
absorbed light into heat, thus making VANTs ideal light-activated
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Figure 2. Location plots for a VANT-PDMS composite under constant,

collimated laser illumination. (a) The quenching effect of the addition of
the surfactant, SDS, on the motion of the composite. Illumination began at
t ∼1.3 s. (b) Motion curve depicting the distance traveled by VANT-PDMS
composites in water, IPA, or DMF filled troughs under nIR laser illumination, beginning at t ∼0 s.

thermal switches, which can heat the surrounding liquid and
maximize surface tension gradients.16
To increase their structural integrity, VANTs were embedded
in a supporting polymer, Figure 3a. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
was employed for four reasons: (i) it is optically transparent,
focusing absorption on the thin nanotube surface layer; (ii) it has
a density similar to that of water; (iii) it strongly adheres to the
VANTs; and (iv) it provides elasticity while maintaining the
nanoscale roughness and macroscopic structure of the forests. The
VANT-PDMS composites (Figure 3a,b) are stable to water and
solvents, are superhydrophobic17 with contact angles of >155° (SI
Figure S2), and can be created with various shapes and orientations.
When subjected to focused sunlight or a near-infrared laser18
(450 mW, 785 nm Diode Laser), the VANT-PDMS composites
heat dramatically. Under static conditions, water droplets can be
boiled and carbonaceous material on the VANTs can be burnt in
air. When placed in a liquid, this dramatic heating of the VANTs
leads to significant temperature gradients as the substrate transfers
energy to the surrounding liquid.
To test the ability of light to directly produce work, VANTPDMS composites were floated on liquids and sunlight or laser
light was focused on the light absorbing material. Light induced
heating directly resulted in linear propulsion (Figure 1c-d and
Supplemental Movie S1) without boiling.19 To determine the
mechanism by which the objects move we performed a number of
control experiments. First, no response was observed when irradiating transparent PDMS objects lacking absorbing materials, Figure 3e.
Second, substantial heating of substrates was observed when
irradiated.20 Third, motion was quenched upon addition of surfactant, sodium dodecyl sulfate (Figure 2a), which cuts surface tension
effects.21 Finally, because the absorbing material is only on one
face of the VANT-PDMS composites (i.e., the back of the boat),
absorption and heating can occur from the front, with irradiation
through the transparent PDMS material. In this configuration we
still obtained forward propulsion, indicating that radiation pressure
from the incident light is not a dominant force. With these facts in
mind, it appears clear that optically induced thermal surface tension
gradients are the cause of the laser induced motion.
Surface tension based force responses are directly related to the
temperature differential and the contact length of the heated
interface. For our test system we chose to focus on the millimeter
scale, where powering and controlling motion are normally difficult
B J. AM. CHEM. SOC.
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Figure 3. Nanotube-PDMS composites. (a) VANT-PDMS with blow up
scanning electron micrographs (b) and inset, after exposure to water and
isopropyl alcohol. Scale bar in inset is 10 µm. Optical images of 0.1 wt %
MWNT-PDMS, (c), 5 wt % MWNT-PDMS composites (d). The VANTPDMS composite contains roughly 0.1 wt. % NTs localized at the back
face. Motion curves (e) for VANT-PDMS, 5 wt % MWNT-PDMS, 0.1 wt
% MWNT-PDMS, and pristine PDMS under constant, collimated laser
illumination beginning at t ∼0 s.

due to viscous effects13,22 and machining limitations. For VANTPDMS composites of millimeter dimensions under focused laser
illumination, we obtained speeds up to 8 cm/s and forces of 29
µN.23 These results are at par with reports from chemically fueled
surface tension based propulsion systems.24 This force suggests a
local increase in temperature of as much as 50 °C.19 In principle,
the power density of the motors can be raised by increasing the
length of the heated area, perhaps through the use of a multifin
system.
Motion was not limited to the surface of water but was also
demonstrated on liquids as varied as glycerol, alcohols, DMF,
fluorinated solvents, salt water, and even at the boundary between
immiscible liquids.25 The light-induced propulsion of the composites
was quantified for water, isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and dimethyl
formamide (DMF). To compare solvent effects an nIR laser was
used under collimated conditions to produce consistent irradiation.
Characteristic motion curves are presented in Figure 2b. On water
the VANT-PDMS composite produced an average force of 1.19 (
0.36 µN (error is reported as the 95% confidence interval over four
samples). The composite was significantly less responsive when
floating in IPA and DMF, with forces produced on the order of
0.23 ( 0.12 and 0.13 ( 0.03 µN, respectively. The obtained solvent
dependence on the generated force appears complicated and may
be attributed to differences in the heat capacities, buoyancy,
viscosity, and temperature dependence of the surface tension. These
effects are currently under investigation.
To investigate the effect of light absorption on the system, we
compared VANT-PDMS composites with dispersed composites of
MWNT and PDMS (MWNT-PDMS) as shown in Figure 3a-d.
Larger composites (∼250 mg) were tested so as to normalize the
effective absorbing area.26 Typical motion curves are shown in
Figure 3e. Incorporation of 1-5 wt % MWNT, Figure 3d, produces
an opaque black composite that performs similarly to the VANTPDMS composite, with forces of 1.9 ( 0.3, 2.2 ( 0.3, 2.9 ( 0.9
µN for the 1 wt %, 5 wt %, and VANT composites respectively.
Less absorbing 0.1 wt % MWNT-PDMS composites were gray,
Figure 3c, and produced ∼60% less force, 1.0 ( 0.1 µN, compared
to VANT-PDMS.
The simplicity of this system allows it to be easily applied to
multiple forms of work: spatially controlled illumination gives
controlled “linear” motion, while specific device design can produce
rotational motion. Controlled linear motion was obtained by
focusing light on different parts of the object, dictating the loci of
the relevant temperature gradient and, thus, the direction of the
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Additionally, this demonstrates a solution to the challenging
problem of remotely controlling the motion of small objects on
water.23 It is important to note that, in addition to harnessing
sunlight to do work, this effect is size-independent and can be
extended into the micro and macro regimes.

Figure 4. Light controlled linear motion of a VANT-PDMS composite
floating on water. The top of the object has been colored black to aide the
eye. The white line shows the path of the composite, with the dots
representing two second time points. The composite is directed to the right,
turned around in a circle, and sent back to the left. The final location of the
boat has been superimposed upon the original image.
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Figure 5. VANT-PDMS rotor timeline. Schematic (top) showing forces

(gray arrows and with heating, red arrows) on PDMS rotor with absorbing
material embedded on the clockwise face of each fin while dark and
illuminated. Time line (bottom) of a VANT-PDMS rotor floating on
deionized water with embedded VANTs on clockwise face of each fin and
irradiated with focused sunlight. The square remains stationary as the star
follows one fin.

exerted surface tension force and the motion (Figure 4, Laser light:
Supplemental Movie S2, and Sunlight: Supplemental Movie S3).
This remotely controlled and powered subcentimeter object, which
is not limited by external fields,13,22 is a clear example of the utility
of the technique. Our approach provides a simple, scale-independent, and robust way to produce directionally controlled linear
motion. Objects ranging in size from millimeters (milligrams) to
tens of centimeters (tens of grams) were controllably moved with
a laser or concentrated sunlight. This scale independence and
versatility of light sources presents an advantage over other optical
techniques such as optical trapping.
Rotational motion can be achieved by introducing directionality
into the device design. For instance, by placing light absorbing
VANTs on the clockwise face of each fin of a rotor (Figure 5),
localized heating produces surface tension forces that cause the
object to rotate in the counterclockwise direction. Alternatively,
flipping the object over affords clockwise rotation. As shown in
Figure 5, when placed under focused sunlight or irradiated with a
near-IR laser these rotors spin at rates up to 70 rpm ( Supplemental
Movie S4). Built-in directionality is particularly useful for sunlight
powered motion, as it is relatively difficult to focus the sun on small
moving objects. In this case, Fresnel lenses can be used to focus
sunlight on floating rotors, resulting in continuous rotation. Rotors
can also be mounted on an axle or a stiff metal wire, which may
increase the utility of the rotors with potential application for simple
solar powered pumps.
In summary, we have presented a simple, versatile method for
the direct conversion of light energy into useful linear and rotational
work expressed through the motion of objects on a liquid.
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